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Lithium polymer

batteries are light

and powerful, but

they can’t be run

completely flat or

they are ruined. I’ve

been using them

for several years to

fly model planes, so I have plenty of them

around. I’ve also been using them at

Raspberry Jam meetings to power some of my

Pi demos.

I thought it would be fun to make a circuit so

the Pi could monitor its own battery voltage. I

used an analog to digital converter (mcp3002)

and had the Pi check the battery voltage every

minute and shut down when the battery was
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too low.

Pi battery measurement setup

You need a way to reduce
the Voltage
The main “issue” with this measurement is that

the ADC can only handle up to 3.3 Volts (when

connected to Pi). A 2 cell lithium polymer (lipo)

battery is 8.4V when fully charged and 7.4V

when empty (resting Voltage). So we need a

way of dropping the voltage from 8.4V to

something at or below 3.3V. The cheapest and

easiest way to do this is with a voltage divider

– essentially two resistors connected across

the supply you want to measure. The resistor

values are chosen so that the meaured voltage

can be divided down to the required level.
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Voltage divider explanation

I chose fairly high value resistors to ensure a

very small amount of wasted current (it’s a

duration test after all). I used 100 kOhm (R1)

on the GND side and 180 kOhm (R2) on the

+ve side. This meant that the input voltage (8.4

max) would be split as follows…

8.4V * 100,000 Ohm / (100,000 + 180,000)

Ohm = 3.0V (close enough to 3.3V (3V3) plus

a safety margin)

So how did it work?
I tested each element before the ‘final run’ and,

although it shut down a few hours earlier than

my optimistically projected 15-16 hrs, the

system worked perfectly. It shut down after 9.5

hours, when the battery voltage reached the

cutoff level of 3.7 V/cell (2 cells, = 7.4V

overall).
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Small 2000 mAh 2s2p lipo

Considering the size of the battery pack, 9.5

hours is pretty reasonable.

Projections
Here’s how I calculated how long the battery

should last.

The, rather old, 2 cell lipo has a nominal value

of 2000 mAh or 2 Amp.hours

2 Ah * 7.9 V = 15.8 Watt.hours

* 0.85 efficiency = 13.4 Wh (regulator is ~ 85%

efficient on 3 cells, so this is a guess for 2

cells)

Model A with Edimax dongle uses 0.81 Watts

13.41 / 0.81 = 16.5 hours

But this was wrong – it conked out after 9.5

hours and the battery only took 1550 mAh on

recharging.

Bearing in mind that recharging is not 100%

efficient, we can see why it lasted a bit more

than half the predicted duration.

Still, 9.5 hours is pretty good for a nice portable

application.
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So, if you’re still awake after all that electronics

and maths, here’s what you need to repeat the

experiment for yourself…

Requirements
Gmail account (to have the script send you an

email when it shuts down)

Python 2.7

RPi.GPIO (it’s already included in Raspbian

since August 2012)

Shopping list of parts

ADC (I used mcp3002)

Resistors for voltage divider

A small capacitor (I used 0.1 uF – this may not

be strictly necessary)

Some jumper wires

A breadboard or prototyping board (you could

use a Gertboard too)

Download this script
batt_test_raspi.tv.py.gz

or, straight from Pi command line…

wget http://raspi.tv/download

/batt_test_raspi.tv.py.gz

gunzip batt_test_raspi.tv.py.gz

Then you’ll need to open the script and set

some variables.

nano batt_test_raspi.tv.py

Which lines to tweak?
You MUST set the email variables.

# email variables

fromaddr =

'your_gmail_account@gmail.com'
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toaddr = 'destination email

address'

# Googlemail login details

username = 'your googlemail/gmail

username'

password = 'your googlemail/gmail

password'

Optionally, you can tailor other variables to

your needs…

# voltage divider connected to

channel 0 of mcp3002

adcs = [0] # 0 battery voltage

divider

reps = 10 # how many times to take

each measurement for averaging

cutoff = 7.5 # cutoff voltage for

the battery

previous_voltage = cutoff + 1 #

initial value

time_between_readings = 60 #

seconds between clusters of

readings

# Define Pins/Ports

SPICLK = 8 # FOUR SPI ports on the

ADC

SPIMISO = 23

SPIMOSI = 24

SPICS = 25

Then save and exit

CTRL+o

ENTER

CTRL+X

Hooking it all up
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You’ll need to wire up your circuit next. In case

it’s not clear, the battery is connected to a 5V

regulator, which powers the Pi. We also have

direct connections from the battery to the

voltage divider.

Circuit for Raspberry Pi battery monitoring

Running the script
Once your circuit is wired up, power up the Pi

with your battery/regulator and run the script. I

ran it using screen so I could detach from it

and log off (in order not to waste battery

power).

Run the script with

sudo python batt_test_raspi.tv.py

This is what happens on the screen

If you have SPI enabled, you’ll get a warning,

which you can ignore.
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You’ll then see it takes a reading every minute

and displays the ADC reading, the Voltage

measured, and what it’s writing to the log file

battery_log.txt (which you can look at

afterwards nano battery_log.txt)

It looks like this…

Battery log data

2013-03-03 13:29:55, 8.266

2013-03-03 13:30:56, 8.275

2013-03-03 13:31:56, 8.266

...............BIG

SNIP.............

2013-03-03 22:57:00, 7.399

2013-03-03 22:58:07, 7.399

Shutting down due to low V at

2013-03-03 22:58:10

No geeky science experiment would be

complete without a graph, so here’s a graph of

the complete voltage log.

2s2p lipo voltage with time, until auto cutoff

If you happen to be watching in the last two

minutes before it switches off, you’ll see it

telling you it’s sent an email and giving a

shutdown warning. I had the script email my

phone so I knew when it had shut down.
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Posted by alex at 11:44 am

Tagged with: raspberry pi

model a duration test on 2s 2000

mAh lipo, Raspberry Pi monitoring

its own battery voltage, software

controlled shutdown of raspberry pi

60 Responses to “Controlled
shutdown duration test of Pi model

A with 2 cell lipo”

exartemarte says:

March 5, 2013 at 1:14 pm

Interesting and timely. I’m playing with

something similar for a small mobile robot,

using one Li-Po and a tiny step-up regulator.

Current plan (no pun intended) is to use an

AVR for the stuff Pi isn’t good at, including

monitoring the battery voltage. I’m planning

to shutdown at about 3.1 or 3.2 volts (on

load) – do you think that is too low? I don’t

have a lot of experience with Li-Po’s.

Reply

alex says:

March 5, 2013 at 1:34
pm

I think it depends on the load. I

expect your load in robotics will

1.

Share

this:

TweetTweet 1 Like

15

10

I hope this has been fun and educational. :)

_____________________________

If you are going to use this with a higher

voltage battery you will need to change the

values of the resistors to step the ADC input

voltage down to a maximum of 3V3.

ShareShare
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be higher if it’s powering motors

as well. With this setup I was

pulling less than C/10 so the

voltage doesn’t dip much. When

flying planes, people used to go

for cutoff of 3-3.2 V/cell, but that

was under 10-20C loads.

It also depends on the cells. I

don’t have any less than about

3-4 years old, so things may

have moved on a bit. Try and find

the data sheet for the cells you

have. The reason why the RC

plane crowd used to be precious

about them was that they were

horribly expensive when they first

came out. They’re about a third

of the price now that they were in

2006.

We always used to reckon on

200 cycles if the cells were

looked after and less than 50 if

you abused them.

Reply

exartemarte says:

March 5, 2013 at 4:22
pm

Thanks, that’s helpful.

I’ve had a Pi (B) with

N150 wi-fi running on

a battery for a couple

of hours just to check

it out, but I haven’t

measured the motor

currents as yet – at

present I’m working

on the I2C between Pi

and AVR.

The target system

system is a Model A
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Pi and ATmega328

on a very small

four-wheel drive toy

chassis that was

originally powered by

3 x AA cells. I’m

hoping to use a

18000mAh Li-Po that

fits in the original

battery compartment.

I’ll be surprised if the

peak draw is much

more than C and I’m

hoping the average

will be well under half

that.

Reply

exartemarte says:

March 5, 2013 at 4:48
pm

I’m using one of these

eBay step-up

regulators from China

– very small and not

expensive. It’s early

days, but so far I’m

impressed.

Reply

alex says:

March 5,
2013 at
11:40 pm

I’ve had

good

results

with HK
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ebay regs.

Since fully

charged

lipo is

4.2V and

3 AA cells

is 4.5, are

you sure

you need

the reg?

Just a

thought.

Different

story

when

empty.

Reply

exartemarte
says:

March
6,
2013
at
8:49
am

It

has

to

run

the

Pi,

too.

(And

the

ATmega,

although

they

are

less

fussy

about

supply

voltage
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than

the

Pi.)

alex
says:

March
6,
2013
at
8:54
am

Ah

of

course.You

definitely

need

5V

for

that

then

:)

I

wonder

how

efficient

those

boosting

regs

are.

For

the

ones

I’m

using,

with

3s

I

get

85%.

I

haven’t

measured

2s.
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Marc says:

March 20, 2013 at 9:04 pm

Thanks for this script, it’s a great help to a

noob like me trying to fight my way in to

learning Python. I’m trying to build a variation

of this project running timed discharges in to

set loads to determine the ‘health’ of a

battery. I’ve got nearly all the bits of code I

need (especially since I came across this

page!).

One thing I can’t find at the moment is how

to make a countdown timer. I want to display

the countdown time (30 mins, 1hr or 5hrs)

and extend the maths you’ve outlined above

to return a percentage of full charge, it that

something you (or the good folk in this

thread) might be able to help with?

Reply

alex says:

March 20, 2013 at
10:47 pm

With lithium batteries that should

be quite easy if they are not

being discharged hard (say <1C).

They're not perfectly linear

between full (4.2V/cell) and

empty (3.7V/cell) resting voltage,

but they're not uselessly far away

from linear either.

To get the timings you could set a

variable at the start...

import time

start_time = time.time()

Then use that to measure

elapsed time...

time_now = time.time()

2.
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elapsed_time = time_now

- start_time

Will give you time in seconds

since starting the program.

Also need to store intial voltage

at the top

starting_voltage =

voltage_now # ie measure

voltage and fix value in

a variable

From your battery voltage you

can guess the percent left.

volts_per_cell =

battery_voltage / 1.0 /

no_of_cells # 1.0 forces

a float

percent_left =

(volts_per_cell - 3.7) /

0.5 * 100

And then, using the elapsed time,

the current voltage measured

and the estimated percentage left

you should be able to

guesstimate how long left "on the

fly". It won't be a perfect

countdown, but it'll never be

wrong because it'll keep

changing. :)

Reply

marc says:

March 21, 2013 at 8:45 am

Thanks Alex, this is a great help to me.

I can see that I can calculate the elapsed

time but how do I make it go ‘backwards’?

There’s going to a be some sort of switch

that will determine which time period the

program should run for (I will also have a

safety catch that the battery shouldn’t go

3.
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undervoltage, it’s actually a lead acid battery

but the ‘don’t run flat’ principle is the same).

This is all to be printed to an LCD (and a log

file) I also want it to be able to stop and hold

the clock if the battery triggers the

undervoltage before the duration ends and

hold the percentage when the program

finishes on the clock.

I’m going to go and play with time a bit and I

shall return if I come up with anything useful!

Thanks again!

Reply

alex says:

March 21, 2013 at
7:47 pm

Another useful function might be

time.strftime() that enables

display of time in whatever format

you like.

To do the countdown you could

do something like this…

decide how many seconds you’re

running for, let’s say 2 hours, so

60 * 60 * 2 = 7200

you could take that as an input

then…

import time

start_time = time.time()

end_time = start_time +

7200

while True:

time_now = time.time()

time_left = int(end_time

- time_now)

print "%d seconds left"

% time_left
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# insert the rest of

your code here

time.sleep(5) # 5

seconds pause - change

as appropriate

everything after while True:

should be indented. Bloomin’

WordPress :(

Reply

marc says:

March 21, 2013 at 9:47 pm

Once again, thank you!

I’d got as far as realising that needed strftime

but just couldn’t get my head around it this

afternoon, but your prompting and finally

finding a couple of other pages has really

bumped me along.

I’ve managed to adapt what you’ve given

me, so I’ve now got:

import time

start_time = time.time()

end_time = start_time + 1800

while True:

time_now = time.time()

time_left = int(end_time – time_now)

print time.strftime(“%H:%M:%S”,

time.gmtime(time_left))

# insert the rest of your code here

time.sleep(1) # 5 seconds pause – change

as appropriate

Which is the second by second half hour

countdown I was after, sweet!

Reply

4.
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Andrew Scheller
says:

April 18, 2013 at 1:14
pm

strftime is designed for displaying

“clock time” and not “countdown

time” which means you’d get

unexpected results if time_left is

over 24 hours ;-)

import math

time_left =

seconds_in_minute = 60

seconds_in_hour =

seconds_in_minute * 60

seconds_in_day =

seconds_in_hour * 24

days_left =

int(math.floor(time_left /

seconds_in_day))

time_left -= days_left *

seconds_in_day

hours_left =

int(math.floor(time_left /

seconds_in_hour))

time_left -= hours_left *

seconds_in_hour

minutes_left =

int(math.floor(time_left /

seconds_in_minute))

time_left -= minutes_left *

seconds_in_minute

seconds_left = time_left

print “Remaining %d days

%d:%d:%d” % (days_left,

hours_left, minutes_left,

seconds_left)

might suit you better :-)

Reply
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Andrew
Scheller
says:

April 18, 2013 at 1:16
pm

That was supposed to

say “time_left =

..whatever..” but the

blog ate my

formatting :-(

Reply

alex says:

April 18,
2013 at
1:45 pm

I installed

a plugin

for code in

the main

text of the

pages, but

I don’t

think it

works in

comments.

:-(

01.
    second line s02.
        third lin03.
    fourth as sec04.

05.

Oooh it

does.

Enclose

your code

in these

tags…

I’ve had to

delete the
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<> from

the tags to

get them

to show

pre

name="code"

class="python"

/pre

Reply

Andrew Scheller says:

April 18, 2013 at 1:06 pm

Interesting project! Any idea why the data in

the graph is so noisy?

Any chance you could repeat this test with

the WiFi dongle removed? (i.e. only logging

to SD card and not sending any email)

Reply

alex says:

April 18, 2013 at 2:03
pm

Noisy (perhaps) because the 10

ADC bits are spread out over 0 to

3v3 and we’re only measuring 3

to 2.64V so really only using

about 10% of the full scale. This

ADC uses Vin as Vref. Using

something like an MCP3008 you

could use different value resistors

in the divider and have a

separate Vref of, say, 1 Volt so

that full scale would be 0-1V

which would give you more

resolution and hopefully less

noise.

I did use averaging, but haven’t

used any smoothing.

5.
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I could do the repeat experiment

without the dongle but it’s a bit

awkward because you can’t tell

visually when a model A is

shutdown and I don’t want to kill

the lipo. I might be able to figure

something out though :)

Reply

Andrew
Scheller
says:

April 18, 2013 at 3:15
pm

“Vref of, say, 1 Volt so

that full scale would

be 0-1V”

I’m not very familiar

with ADCs, but I think

Vref is the maximum

voltage the ADC will

read, so you can’t use

a Vref of 1V to read a

voltage of 3V.

And I checked the

MCP3008 and you

can’t e.g. offset the

analog-ground to 2V,

because analog

ground needs to be

connected to digital

ground (i.e. the

ground on the Pi).

I think a differential

ADC (rather than only

a pseudo-differential

ADC) might allow you

to set an “offset

ground” though –

http://electronics.stackexchange.com

/questions/3727/what-

is-a-differential-adc

“you can’t tell visually

when a model A is

shutdown”

Couldn’t you just
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hookup some

inversion circuit to

one of the GPIO pins

that turns an LED off

if the GPIO is putting

out a high signal?

Presumably (I haven’t

checked) when the Pi

is shutdown the

GPIOs stop outputting

a voltage? So at the

start of your script

you’d just need to set

the GPIO high (to

switch off the LED)

and then wait for the

LED to turn on again

before disconnecting

the battery?

Alternatively I guess

you could use a

latching circuit

connected to an LED,

and turn on the latch

just before calling

shutdown.

“I don’t want to kil the

lipo”

I dunno how much

current relays draw

(i.e. how much they’d

affect the battery

drain), but I guess it

might be clever to use

a relay instead of (or

in addition to) an

LED, so that when the

Pi has finished

shutting down, the

relay opens and

disconnects the

battery? Obviously

you’d need to

manually bypass the

relay during the initial

bootup of the Pi until

your code closes the

relay.
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Of course it all

depends whether the

GPIOs get turned off

before or after the Pi

has finished writing to

the SD card (you

don’t want the relay to

switch off too early

and corrupt your SD

card).

Reply

alex says:

April 18,
2013 at
4:28 pm

“I’m not

very

familiar

with

ADCs, but

I think Vref

is the

maximum

voltage

the ADC

will read,

so you

can’t use

a Vref of

1V to read

a voltage

of 3V.”

Of course

you can’t,

which is

why I said

we’d

change

the

resistors. I

suppose I

could
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have said

we’ll

change

the

resistors

so full

scale to

the ADC is

1 Volt, but

I didn’t :-P

As for the

other, I’m

sure it’s

possible to

work

something

out. :)

Reply

Andrew
Scheller
says:

April
18,
2013
at
4:38
pm

Ahhh,

I

see

what

you

mean

now.

But

in

that

case

the

measured

voltage

from
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the

battery

would

be

downscaled

to

between

1V

and

0.88V,

so

you’ve

not

gained

any

accuracy

:-P

(if

anything,

you’d

have

more

noise

as

I

assume

the

ADC

is

slightly

less

accurate

the

lower

that

Vref

is

below

Vdd?)

alex
says:

April
18,
2013
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at
5:23
pm

OK

I’ll

give

you

that

one.

We’d

just

be

scaling

it

down.

I

have

used

the

technique

on

temperature

sensors

TMP-36

to

increase

resolution

of

the

lsb

from

0.3

degrees

to

0.1,

which

is

a

nice

improvement.

In

that

case

I

simply

make

the

assumption
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that

the

inside/outside

temperature

at

my

house

will

never

exceed

50

degrees

and

happily

chuck

away

the

possibility

of

measuring

above

that.

:)

The

output

from

that

is

also

a

bit

noisy

at

times,

but

with

averaging

and

smoothing

it

improves.

I

think

“real”

instruments

use

quite

a
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lot

of

software

smoothing.

It’s

really

a

question

of

getting

the

balance

right

I

think.

Noisy

as

it

was,

this

circuit

did

its

job

beautifully.

Martin says:

June 12, 2013 at 4:17 pm

Very interesting project! I’m currently working

on a project to measure the state of some

solar powered (lead based) batteries.

The voltages i would like to measure would

be between 5-18volts. According to the

formula provided by you, I could use a 100

ohm resistor for R1 and a 470ohm for R2. I

tested it and it works! Butt im afraid this

might not be the best solution? Will the

resistors heat up a lot?

And what is the function of the small

capacitor?

6.
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Thanks in advance, im pretty new to this

subject!

Reply

alex says:

June 12, 2013 at 7:02
pm

If the resistors get hot, you can

always use higher value ones as

long as they have the same ratio.

So in your case 1000 and 4700

would do it. The small capacitor

is to ensure a stable reading on

the ADC. It’s called “decoupling”

and smooths out small

fluctuations in voltage level.

Reply

Martin
says:

June 12,
2013 at 7:14 pm

That makes sense,

thanx!

Reply

AndrewS
says:

June 12,
2013 at 8:23 pm

Something else to

bear in mind is that if

you’re using resistors

to create a voltage

divider on a battery-

powered system, the

resistors will be

“wasting” power that

could potentially

provide longer

battery-life for the Pi

itself ;-)
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Voltage = Current *

Resistance, so 18V

going through a (total)

570ohm voltage

divider will be

“burning” 32mA.

Power = Current *

Voltage, so at only

570ohm you’ll be

“wasting” just over

half a Watt!

Obviously the higher

the total-resistance of

your voltage divider,

the less current will

be flowing through it,

and so the less power

you’ll be wasting.

Reply

Martin
says:

June 12,
2013 at
8:53 pm

Ahh! I see

i’ve made

a typo. I

tested

using a

100 kohm

and a

470kohm

resistor…

So this

probably

will mean

there

won’t be

such a big

wast of

energy,

but thanks
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for the

heads up!

Is there a

upper limit

to the

amount of

ohms

used in

this

voltage

divider?

Reply

AndrewS
says:

June
12,
2013
at
8:59
pm

I

think

that

if

the

resistance

of

the

voltage

divider

goes

too

high,

then

the

ADC

won’t

be

able

to

read

any
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voltage.

You’d

probably

need

to

check

the

datasheet

of

the

particular

ADC

you’re

using.

alex
says:

June
12,
2013
at
9:34
pm

You

should

be

alright

with

the

stated

values

if

they’re

in

kOhms.

:)

Logically

you

must

be

right

Andrew.

If
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the

resistance

goes

too

high,

no

current

flows

at

all

:)

Pi duration tests and review of two
new lithium battery packs » RasPi.TV
says:

June 19, 2013 at 8:49 am

[...] I wrote a very simple script, which is

mostly a cut-down version of the test I did

previously with an ADC and unprotected

lipo). [...]

7.

Julian says:

July 29, 2013 at 12:27 pm

Thanks a lot for this tutorial, it works great.

I was searching for a long time for an easy

way to supervise my solar powered

batteries.

Do you have an idea how I can export the

actual volt value to my homepage?

I was searching a while for python

commands and I think I found one, but didn´t

understand how that shall work (Iam a

beginner in coding).

Maybe you have a hint for me.

Thanks in advance

Julian

Reply

8.
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alex says:

July 29, 2013 at 12:38
pm

Write it to a file that’s accessible

to your home page? Or if the

home page is on your Pi, include

it in that page?

Reply

AndrewS
says:

July 29,
2013 at 12:47 pm

…or if your

homepage/website is

hosted externally, you

could write the

voltage value to a file

on your Pi, and then

use

http://docs.python.org

/2/library/ftplib.html to

upload that file to your

website.

More than one way to

skin a cat as they say

;-)

Reply

Alexander says:

August 9, 2013 at 4:06 pm

Great project — thank you — and it is

running perfectly! What modifications do I

need to make in the code to read the second

analog channel? I would like to read a

second voltage and put out as a separate

column in the output file. In terms of

hardware, this should be pretty easy as I

assume I would use the same type of

9.
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resistor configuration as for the first analog

channel. Cheers, Alexander

Reply

alex says:

August 9, 2013 at 5:29
pm

line 28 change adcs = [0] to adcs

= [0, 1]

this enables read of the second

channel, which is on pin 3 of the

chip

Then line 122 for adcnum in

adcs:

will run the loop for each channel

adcnum == 0 and adcnum == 1

You will need to insert some logic

to ensure the correct writes.

Something like

view plain copy to
clipboard print ?

if adcnum == 0:  01.
    # do the write for first chann02.
else:  03.
    # do the write for second chan04.

Otherwise you’ll end up with a

mess. There! You’ve got some

pointers.

Let us know how it goes. I’m not

offering to do it for you as I think

this

is a great learning opportunity.

But you should be able to get it

working.

Good luck :)

Reply

Julian says:10.
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August 12, 2013 at 11:44 am

Hello again Alex,

Now everything works fine with your great

tutorial.

In my setup I have a little bit different accus.

I use 8pcs of 12V accus in parallel and they

have in total a capacity of 96Ah. They are

powered with a solar panel. U can check my

homepage with pics from that.

How would you change the script for 12Volt

accus (yours are 8,4Volts) ?

I have managed it anyhow but I think it works

not very well.

Thanks in advance

Julian

Reply

alex says:

August 12, 2013 at
3:02 pm

If you’re using lead-acid

batteries, 12V would be a good

cut-off voltage, since they’re

more like 13+ Volts when fully

charged, but your solar panel

probably charges at up to 14.4V.

So let’s assume a safety margin

of 15.

You’ll need to change the

resistors. If you change R1 to

50k, assuming 15V max, gives

you 3.26Volts, which is spot on.

You’ll also need to change the

variable cutoff = 7.5 to

cutoff = 12

and line 134

view plain copy to
clipboard print ?
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volts = read_adc * ( 01.
# should now become02.
volts = read_adc * ( 03.

If you use different resistors,

you’ll need to do your own maths.

;)

Reply

luk says:

August 15, 2013 at 8:22 am

Interresting tuto, thank.

So, you can use 1wire DS2438 for monitor

voltage (0-10V), current and temperature…

all in one ;-)

Reply

11.

Mike Burton says:

September 17, 2013 at 9:17 am

Thanks for a great article. I couldnt get it to

work though. I deleted the emailing part of

the program, and just monitor the ADC every

few seconds displaying the raw values and

calculated voltage. I also eliminated my

voltage divider in case that was wrong, and

just fed +3V to the input channel via 470 or

10k resistors. But the readings I get are all

over the place, the only consistent behaviour

I can get is when I disconnect the DataOut

line, which gives me raw readings of 2047. I

also tried powering the ADC from 5V which

its spec permits, same bad.

Any ideas please?

Reply

alex says:

September 17, 2013
at 9:34 am

12.
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You’re using a different ADC from

the MCP3002 aren’t you? If so,

this code will not work.

Reply

Mike Burton says:

September 17, 2013 at 3:33 pm

No I’m using MCP3002

Reply

alex says:

September 17, 2013
at 3:38 pm

In that case, I’m confused by the

2047 ref since it’s only a 10 bit

ADC. The max reading you

should ever get would be 1023 –

unless you’re using both inputs

and differential mode (I think

there is one).

What happens to your reading if

you ground both inputs? You

should get 0

Reply

Mike
Burton
says:

September 18, 2013
at 2:11 pm

Many thanks Alex,

your comment led me

to a solution!

The software was

reading pin 3 which is

channel 1, so I

connected /pin3/ to

ground or power and

saw results. For

13.
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meaningful results I

needed a 100k ohm

pull-down resistor.

Then I connected

Lipo via vlotage

divider, tweaked the

calculation a little in

order to match meter

reading and it looks

good!

Next stage is to

shutdown the Pi when

below certain voltage,

what value would you

suggest for a 11v

Lipo?

After that I’ll make it

power off the robot

too after shutting

down the Pi.

My idea here is a 555

timer circuit

configured for a 30

second delay, at

which point it will

trigger the “off” coil of

a dual-coil latching

relay thus cutting off

the power completely.

Thanks again!

Reply

AndrewS
says:

September
18, 2013
at 2:58 pm

So for 30

seconds,

your robot

will be
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literally out

of control?

;-D

Reply

Mikeb
says:

September
18,
2013
at
4:19
pm

Good

point,

I’ll

have

to

see

what

state

the

I/O

pins

are

during

Pi

shutdown.

AndrewS
says:

September
18,
2013
at
11:12
pm

What

I

was
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indirectly

(and

too

subtly)

trying

to

suggest

was

why

not

switch

off

the

robot

before

shutting

down

the

Pi?

Mikeb
says:

September
19,
2013
at
8:12
am

Robot

and

Pi

are

powered

from

same

battery.

When

voltage

drops

to

11.1v

I

want

to
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disconnect

battery

so

as

not

to

deplete

it

any

further.

So

I

dont

want

to

leave

the

shutted-down

Pi

and

UBECS

connected

to

battery.

AndrewS
says:

September
19,
2013
at
10:45
am

Ahhh,

I

see.

So

when

you

say

“power

off

the

robot”
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you

actually

mean

disconnecting

the

battery

from

the

robot

_and_

the

voltage

regulator

powering

the

Pi?

Makes

sense

now

:)

I

wonder

if

you

could

use

something

like

http://www.pi-

supply.com

/product

/pi-supply-

raspberry-

pi-power-

switch/

but

then

hook

it

up

to

an

additional

relay

to

disconnect

the

power-
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supply

to

the

rest

of

your

robot?

alex says:

September
18, 2013
at 3:45 pm

Is the lipo

powering

the

Robot’s

motors as

well as the

Pi? If just

the Pi,

which is

low load,

then

something

close to or

slightly

above

11.1V (3.7

V/cell).

If it’s

under

heavy

load from

motors

etc, then

you can

go quite a

bit lower.

Most

Remote

Control

ESCs cut
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off at

3.0-3.2

V/cell for

lipos

under

heavy

load

(~10C+)

So that

would be

nearer

9-9.5V for

a 3 cell

lipo. The

more

conservative

you are,

the longer

your lipo

will live.

Reply

Mike
Burton
says:

September
18,
2013
at
3:49
pm

Its

powering

motors

too,

2

of

them

each

drawing

1Amp

at

7

volts
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via

a

UBEC,

so

would

cutoff

at

9.5v

be

about

right?

alex
says:

September
18,
2013
at
4:34
pm

What

size

lipo

is

it

(mAh).

If

your

total

current

draw

is

only

about

2.5A

you

won’t

be

stressing

the

batteries

much

(unless

they’re
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tiddlers

e.g.

500mAh).

In

which

case

I

would

think

a

higher

cut-off

voltage

would

be

safer

–

nearer

11.1

V

itself

(which

is

12.6

when

fully

charged).

Mikeb
says:

September
18,
2013
at
8:24
pm

It’s

a

2200mAh

25C
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alex
says:

September
18,
2013
at
9:09
pm

OK,

so

running

at

about

1C

you

won’t

get

much

voltage

sag

under

load,

so

I’d

set

it

at

~11.1

V

Mikeb
says:

September
19,
2013
at
9:06
pm

Will

do,

many

thanks!
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Dylan says:

October 16, 2013 at 7:08 pm

Hi,

I have a raspicomm addon board which I’m

using for my project, but I’d also like to

implement your battery monitor (great

explanation and tutorial by the way!!! I’ve

ordered the MCP3002, but it hasn’t arrived

yet so I haven’t had a chance to test

anything yet, but it looks nice and easy :-) )

… however I’m a little confused about your

PIN/port definitions in the python script. On

the raspicomm the SPI pins are available,

the schematic is here –

http://www.amescon.com/media

/3444/RaspiComm_rev5.pdf – it refers to the

pins as

MOSI

MISO

SCLK

CS2

GND

5V

what’s confusing me is that you’ve assigned

“SPICLK = 8″ – which to me refers to CS1 on

the GPIO header, but then I get confused

because the raspicomm also lists a “SCLK”

header, and a separate header for CS2

(which is correct, they are different things) –

can you help me out of my confusion? Am I

able to use the SPI header on the

raspicomm board with your script? I have a

rasberry pi revision B board, so I also have

auxilliary GPIO connector which I can use for

GPIO headers if required (as listed here

https://projects.drogon.net/raspberry-

pi/wiringpi/pins/)

Any help VERY much appreciated. I am

definitely just a novice at all this

Reply

14.
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alex says:

October 16, 2013 at
7:41 pm

The reason for the confusion is

that this script is not using the

Pi’s hardware SPI, but actually

“bit banging” the SPI protocol on

the ADC using GPIO ports in

normal GPIO mode.

Indeed you are right that the

hardware SPI ports on the Pi are

different from the ones used

here.

e.g. SCLK on the Pi is GPIO11 or

pin 23. We’re simply not using

those here.

Hope that helps. Don’t ask me for

help on the bit-bang protocol

because I barely understand it

myself. I think I grabbed a code

snippet from somewhere

(probably Adafruit) and tweaked

it for the mcp3002.

If you DO want to use hardware

SPI on the mcp3002, have a look

at the way I’ve done it in the

Gertboard scripts in the

download section.

Reply

Dylan
Baars
says:

October 17, 2013 at
3:39 am

Ahhh that makes

sense! Thanks :-)

Using them in GPIO

mode is fine, I’ll give it

a go soon :-) Thanks

for the quick reply
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Reply

Karthik Jain says:

October 29, 2013 at 6:45 pm

Hi, i’m using a external power storage

(designed for charging mobile), to power the

RPi.

I wanted to know, is there a way to measure

the voltage and current passing into the RPI,

(with no additional hardware or sensor)

so that power variation can be monitored

using a script/program and a PRI can be

safely powered off..similar to moible and

laptop.

Reply

alex says:

October 29, 2013 at
7:11 pm

“I wanted to know, is there a way

to measure the voltage and

current passing into the RPI,

(with no additional hardware or

sensor)”

No. It seems to me that you want

to measure something without a

measuring device. I don’t think

it’s going to happen.

Reply

Karthik
Jain says:

October
29, 2013 at 7:24 pm

That was a quick

reply.. Thanks…

Hmmm… now ive to

resort to a measuring

device.. Thanks for

15.
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Name

E-mail

URI

the info :-)

Reply

Mikeb
says:

October
29, 2013
at 8:07 pm

To

measure

current

checkout

http://www.maximintegrated.com

/app-notes

/index.mvp

/id/746

Reply

Leave a Reply

(required)

(required)

Your Comment
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